




WELLESLEY, MASS., NOVEMBER 10 !<»«
In Time of War, Wellesley Considers Peace
RECIPIENTS OF WELLESLEY BLAZERS
Left to right, Marva Peterson '40, Helen Park *39, and Carolyn Elley *40.
Fall Sport Season Will Culminate In
Field Day And Presentation Of Honors
Concert To Feature
Hungarian Artists
The Budapest String Quartet, com-
posed of Josef Reismann, first violin-
ist, Alexander Schneider, second vio-
linist, Boris Kroyt, violist and Mlscha
Schneider,
'cellist, will present the
second concert in the Wellesley Con-
cert Fund Series Thursday, November
17 at 8:30 p. m. in Alumnae Hall.
The Budapest Quartet, formed in
1921, has given nearly 1,000 concerts,
touring: Europe, Australia, Africa, the
Dutch Indies and the United States.
The quartet have played in New York
for bhe past two years.
A new acoustic ceiling has been ob-
tained for Alumnae Hall, and will be
used for the first time at this concert.
Single tickets are on sale at Billings
Hall.
Students Offer Views
on Policies of Peace
Athletes to Receive Awards:
Wellesley "W's", Blazers
Honorary Varsities
Wellesley blazers, the highest of
athletic honors, will be awarded this
afternoon at the close of the Fall Field
Day exercises. The recipients will be:
Helen Park "39, Caroline Elley '40, and
Marva Peterson '40.
Louise Baldwin '40. Dorothy Harris
- '39, Barbara Walther "39, Antoinette
Meyer '40 and Elizabeth Young '40 will
receive "W's" in archery.
As the next highest award for pro-
ficiency in sports the Athletic Asso-
ciation will give the Wellesley "Ws"
to girls who have shown marked ability
and improvement over a period of three
years in a sport. Caroline Elley '40,
Marva Peterson '40, Nancy Jackson "39,
and Helen Park '39, all well known as
outstanding players, will receive "W's"
in Field Hockey, a formal fall sport.
Helen Tarns '39 will receive the only
Riding "W" given this year while
Marlon Stearns '40 after being Head of
Volleyball will receive her "W."
At the close of a formal sport season,
the Heads select an honorary varsity
squad which represents the most skill-
ful players available. As we go to press,
the following are the varsity lists to
be read off on Field Day, but they still
are subject to change. Outdoor Basket-
ball: K. Ebbert '42. B. Feldmeler '40,
J. Denton '42, B. Boardman '40, V.
Anderson '41, C. Crumb '41, with E.
Booth '41, E. Fisher '41, and H. Tower
'39 as substitutes. The Field Hockey
varsity team will include the following
players: V. Anderson '41, M. Bell '40,
P. Carter '42, J. Hathen '41, M. Peter-
son '40, El Fisher '41, N. Jackson "39,
C Elley '40. H. Park '39, E. Ralph '42,
J. Guiterman "42, M. S. Stafford '42,
with C. Wysor '40 and B. Tlmberlake
'42 as substitutes. The volleyball hon-
orary varsity Includes: J. Wheeler '42,
M. Mueller '42, M. Brubaker '42, B.
Manning '41, B. Reedy '41, R. DaKl '41,
S. Jeffrey '42, M. Stearns *40. with M.
Norton '42, and M. Jewett '41 as sub-
stitutes. Members of the archery squad
are: Louise Baldwin '40, Dorothy Harris
'39, Barbara Walther "39, Antoinette
Meyer '40, Elizabeth Young '40.
Four Best Archers to Shoot;
Basketball, Riding Teams
to Give Exhibition
On the sports fields adjoining Mary
Hemenway Hall, final games and com-
petitions will culminate the fall sports
season on Field Day, Thursday, No-
vember 10 beginning at 3:45 p. m.
providing it does not rain. The archery
contest will feature the four girls who
shoot the highest scores from each
team. Those making up the squads are:
Freshmen: D. Bernstein, J. Bowen, M.
Coll, K. Coon, L. Countryman, A. Dar-
nell, H. Degen, E. Hough, E. Loring,
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
MR. BURROWS TO SPEAK
ON PALESTINE'S PAST
Professor Millar Burrows will lecture
on the subject of "Digging Up the Past
In Palestine," Illustrating his speech
with slides, in Pendleton Hall, Novem-
ber 15, at 8:30 p. m. Professor Bur-
rows, of Yale University, has given
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
Barn Names Cast Of
Philip Barry Comedy
Barnswallows will present "The
Youngest" by Philip Barry at Fall For-
mals, December 9 and 10 at 8:15 pjn.
The cast will Include: Ellen Libby '39,
Elizabeth Van Wle '40, Elizabeth Sl-
verd '41, Constance Brown "39, and
Marjorie Burns '41. Members of the
Wellesley Players' Club who will par-
ticipate are Allen Stevenson, Harold
Trefethen, Elmer Stimets, and Robert
Bruce.
In choosing Wellesley Players' Club
members to take the male parts, Barn-
swallows Is departing from the pre-
cedent of cooperation with Harvard or
M. I. T. for Fall Formals.
This organization was started about
twelve years ago and now has about
250 members. One of the members of
the Wellesley Players' Oroup who is in
the cast of "The Youngest" Is also a
member of the Curfew Players of
Boston.
Robert G. Bardwell, a graduate of
The Yale School of the Drama and co-
director of a theatre group in North-
ampton, will direct the play.
From Abroad
"All nations want peace; but to se-
cure it, they must realize and re-
spect its limitations: honor and fun-
damental conditions of existence."
—Germany
"World peace Is possible only If the
states are built on historical and
economic bases and If the states
maintain a spirit of cooperation for
the purpose of advancing culture."
—Hungary
" 'Peace at any price' or peace with-
out justice Is worse than any. It Is
better to fight and die for high prin-
ciples than to submit and live with-
out them."
—China
"With two motherlands, America
and Japan, I sincerely join the plea
for peace and friendly international
relations, the greatest needs of the
war-threatened world of today."
—Japan
"Although she has no interests to
fight for, Holland recognizes that she
will inevitably be drawn into the next
war."
—Holland
"Sweden is a country of peace. We
still believe in world peace. But for
our freedom and democracy we should
fight all to a man." —Sweden
"I believe In going to war when it
occurs, but I believe just as strongly
in giving one's life to prevent it."
—Guatemala
"Constructive peace can be achieved
through the practical application of
the Christian standards in every phase
of personal, national, and international
life." —Norway
Mrs. Vera M. Dean to Lecture
Here on European Crisis
HARVARD HUSBANDS LIMITED
For a few tense moments
between the first and second acts
of Junior Show it looked as if
Wellesley were going to have
another tradition foisted upon her
already thickly-covered Ivy walls
—and by a mere slip of a fresh-
man at that!
As soon as the first act curtain
was lowered, the young lady
dashed Into the lobby, pulled out
a cigarette, and clutched her
chum's elbow with great agitation.
"Gosh," she panted, dignity lost
in fear, "why don't they put all
these complicated traditions in the
catalogue along with the rules and
regulations? Oh, I'm certainly on
the spot nowl"
Her companion looked sympa-
thetically at the picture of woe
before her and asked the reason
for such unhappiness.
"Why, don't you know? When
Mom packed me off to Wellesley
with all those stunning wool
dresses and formals and all, she
gave me strict orders not to ap-
pear In 1942 with my diploma in
one hand unless I have a Harvard
son-in-law for her in the other!
Here I've worked like a dog for
six weeks to stay in college, and
I'm just now finding out that it's a
tradition not to marry Harvard
men!"
Directs Research for Foreign
Policy Association; Has
Written Extensively
Peace Council Sponsors Plan for
Armistice Day
Mrs. Vera M. Dean, Director of the
Research Department of Foreign Policy
Association, will discuss "The European
GALA BALL WILL AID
CHINA AND FAR EAST
The Charity Ball for the relief of
Spain and the Far East will take
place at Alumnae Hall Saturday,
November 12. College Government,
Christian Association, Forum, and
American Student Union are co-
operating in sponsoring the Ball. To
insure its success, students, even
though they are not attending, are
urged to assist by buying tickets. The
College Dance Committee Is meeting
necessary expenses, so that all money
received for tickets will go directly for
relief. Tickets are priced at • $1.00.
"Because we are suffering one of the
hardest wars, we want peace with all
our hearts; but peace with security for
our people and respect for our country.
We want peace and not simulation of
peace."
—Spain
"With hearts still aching from the
last war, Western Canadians trust
and pray that their leaders will





Reports Results of 1937-38 Drive
and Distribution of Receipts
to Charitable Projects
The annual membership drive of
the Wellesley College Chapter of the
American Red Cross will take place
this year November 15 to November
17 under the direction of Marion
Thomson '39, Chairman, and Miss
Marion Cook, Treasurer and Faculty
Representative. It seems to the
Committee appropriate at this time
to make a report to the College on
the work of the Chapter.
Last year's membership campaign
resulted in the collection of $924.29
as compared with $864.38 the pre-
vious year. After several years of
decreased membership, the 1937 en-
rollment approximated that of 1931,
and the committee hopes to reach the
$1000 level this year.
At Home
"Vivid pictures: violent literature;
speakers pleading; ministers preaching:
'Don't you want peace?' Answer with
action."
"Success of the youth movement for
peace must depend in part on the con-
version of the older generation."
"Fear Is the basic cause of war. Es-
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 3)
DISTRIBUTION OF FUNDS
Of the sum collected, one-half was
sent as usual to the national head-
quarters in Washington for use In
national health relief programs. Of
the remaining half the college gave
$30 to the Village Chapter for
Christmas bags, and sent $400 to the
Delano committee of the Red Cross
to help establish a public health
nursing service in Anson county,
North Carolina. Since 1927 the Wel-
lesley Chapter has contributed $300
or $400 annually to the rural dis-
tricts of North Carolina.
This fall, in the special collection
taken for the relief of hurricane and
flood victims in New England, the
college responded generously with
$193.66. The committee voted to give
$200, through the Wellesley Red
Cross Chapter, for this cause. The
Red Cross Is the only organization
in the country equipped to give Im-
mediate relief in every kind of dis-
aster.
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
VERA M. DEAN
Crisis" at the lecture sponsored by
Feace Council, Armistice Day. Friday,
in Alumnae Hall, at 8:00 p. m.
Editor of the weekly F. P. A. Bulletin.
Mrs. Dean also edits research articles
published by the Association and
writes many of them herself. She joined
the research staff after obtaining her
degree of Doctor of Philosophy in In-
ternational Law and International Re-
lations at Radcliffe In 1928. She took
her BA. there In 1925 and her MA.
at Yale In 1926. Among her special re-
ports, those on Russia In International
affairs are noteworthy.
Mrs. Dean served as member of the
American delegation to the Interna-
tional Institute Studies Conference held
in Paris last year to discuss peaceful
change. She was appointed research
director last June to succeed Raymond
Leslie Buell who Is now President of
the Foreign Policy Association.
Peace Council aims to stimulate
Interest in the problems of peace. Its
activities Include arrangement of pro-
grams and lectures for Armistice Day,
Peace Day. and some of the Forum
teas. Those directing peace work on the
campus are: Elinor Hayes '40, Forum
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
CHOIR WILL PRESENT
ALL-MUSICAL VESPERS
Choir will present a vesper service
open to the public, November 13 at
7:30 p. m. in the chapel.
The program consists of two songs
selected from music of the 16th cen-
tury, Assumpta Est Maria by Alchinger,
and Looke Downe, O Lord by Byrd;
three selections from 18th century
music, Lo, a Voice to Heaven Sounding
by Bortniansky, De Profundis by Gluck,
and Now Let Every Tongue Adore Thee
by Bach; and two songs characteristic
of 20th century music, Let Us Now
Praise Famous Men by Vaughan Wil-
liams, and My Soul, There Is a Country
by Delaney. The last song was written
especially for the Wellesley Choir.
Organ selections Include Prelude and
Fugue in G major by Bach, Psalm XIX
by Marcello, Toccata per I'Elevazlone
by Frescobaldi, Lobr Gott, Ihi Chrisen
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Your Own Opinion!
Confronted by the present muddle of
international relations, the critic who at-
tempts to view constructively the case
of world peace finds, on the surface, no
easy or logical solution. We are revolted
by the terms of the Munich Agreement
which imply the toleration of the tac-
tics of a gangster and a madman. At
the same time, we recognize just eco-
nomic grievances on the part of the
German people, grievances which to an
extent account for their support of a
Hitler. Furthermore, we do not believe
that a war would have meant the tri-
umph of our ideal of peace. In per-
plexity we ask—how, in the present sit-
uation, can permanent peace, which must
be grounded in fairness and truth, be
obtained?
The twenty-word statements on peace
appearing on page one, varied as they
are, have in common a desire for this
permanent type of world peace. Not
consistently evident in the statements,
however, as is the peace sentiment, is
the realization that this sentiment, to be
effective, must be substantiated by work-
able theories for the obtaining of world
peace. These theories of the means to
peace must be tested for the logic of
their fundamental nature, as well as
for their applicability to the actual sit-
uation.
Secretary Hull, in his recent speech
to the National Foreign Trade Conven-
tion, outlined his policy of reciprocal
trade agreements. This policy can, con-
ceivably, under judicious leadership, be-
come a means of attaining peace.
Following the example of our Secre-
tary of State, shall we not take time out
to formulate and criticize our own
theories for the attainment of world
peace? Such catchwords as "disarma-
ment", "collective security", "economic-
co-operation", or "intellectual brother-
hood" take on meaning for us only when
defined in our own terms. Having de-
fined them, we can evaluate them as we
see fit, as strong, weak, or negative
forces in the cause of world peace.
If we do not thus logically form our
own opinions today, irrational forces, a
in the case of the German people, may
very possibly form them for us tomor-
row. Only if we calmly arrive a1 an
informed and logical definition of our
stand will we justify Vera Britain's
Battering appraisal of our generation as
one which will oppose war, today and
in the future, not with "ignorant and
easily exploited idealism," but with "in-
telligent acute awareness."
Sunrise On Beacon Hill
With the election of Leverett Salton-
stall as Governor of Massachusetts and
the wholesale purge of the Curley ma-
chine, the Commonwealth is once more in
sight of a healthy corporate existence,
for not since 1928 has state executive
authority been vested in a man so free
from political obligations. Although bal-
tonstall was everywhere endorsed by the
G O P., that group has been so ineffec-
tive of late that it is no threat of danger
to the coming regime.
If we are sufficiently optimistic the
results of Tuesday's polling offer renewed
confidence in the intelligence of the vot-
ing public. We could be heartened by the
final routing of "James Michael" by the
huge Democratic defection, and by the
large independent vote that went to the
Republican candidate. But a little timely
cvnicism suggests that this aspect of the
polling was a negative gesture on the
part of anti-New Deal and anti-Curley
sympathizers; and that as long as an
election hinges on such waves of popular
sentiment we need dream no dreams of
the rational exercise of the franchise.
Despite the motives behind Salton-
stall's election, the victory is the most
hopeful incident in eight years of state
politics. It will take years for Massachu-
setts to free herself from a labyrinth of
political and financial encumbrances; but
now it is at least possible for her to rise
above the level of City Hall political
grubbing.
The thing to watch for in the coming
administration is the restoration to Bea-
con Hill of a decent and honest govern-
ment. Republican policies are no longer
the issues of the day. Our immediate
need is for a socially minded adminstra-
tion which will make no consideration of
party lines, race, religion, or social status.
On this score Mr. Saltonstall's record
is unimpeachable. Education and political
experience have fitted him for the office
with the finest training that can be pre-
scribed for a public servant. The frequent
outcries that have been raised against
him because of his family's "social"
prominence are a mere exhibition of poli-
tical "sour grapes." The Bay State has
had too many outstanding governors of
old New England stock not to recognize
the inherent attributes of another 'Tan-
kee."
Whatever may have been the motives
of the electorate, we are at long last pro-
vided with the material for an efficient,
progressive administration, and for the
renaissance of a Massachusetts equal to
the dignity of her ancient fame.
Will You Open Your Purse?
On with the Red Cross! Beginning
next Tuesday, representatives will come
to you seeking to raise their quota of
$1000 for the Red Cross. When they
came at this time last year, we per-
haps felt that the uses to which the
money would be put were a bit remote
from us and that there were demands
nearer at hand for our support and con-
cern—a not entirely selfish attitude,
since it is natural to want to help where
our own sympathies are most actively
concerned.
We knew definitely then, too, where
our money would go—for disaster relief,
care of the sick and poor, instruction,
and general improvement of human
welfare. This year, however, we feel
more strongly than ever how important
is this type of work. The decidedly ill
wind of the hurricane brought condi-
tions which we had never before been
able even to visualize. We saw the
type of havoc with which the Red Cross
must cope, with little more than un-
trained volunteers and a small and ir-
regular supply of funds. Some of us
who were affected ourselves felt it even
more poignantly.
This year, therefore, the work of the
Red Cross has become personalized and
immediate to us. More than ever let us
try to give our support, none the less
valuable because it is financial rather
than a gift of our actual time and en-
ergy. In a concrete way, we mav ex-
press our faith and confidence in this
cause whose unquestionable value and
steady good work is known to all.
When the representatives come next
Tuesday, let us feel that we are being
presented with an opportunity rather
than a duty. Let us be aware once
more of our integral part in the world
about us, and let us give freely, spon-
taneously.
FAMILY GET-TOGETHER
By C. L. '40
-You love peace, Uncle Adolph,"
the children exclaimed,
"And your sympathy runs through
the earth,
All intentions of bloodshed you've
always denied.
And you've blessed us with peace
since our birth."
"Yet today we learn warfare and
glory of war,
Oh, say not that we've been de-
ceived!"
Pop Benito looked up from <his can-
non and swore,
"By Russia! You mean you be-
lieved?"
"And you, Ma Brittania," the chUd-
ren then said,
"It seems that your policy's
altered,
And our cousin in France hasn't
raised his smaU head,
Since his ancient diplomacy fal-
tered."
"As for you, Uncle Sam, will the
time ever cease
When your warning can stop
cannon thunder?"
"Oh, be off," cried the elders, "and
let us have peace,"
But the children said softly. "We
wonder."
FREE PRESS COLUMN
All contributions for this column
must be signed with the full name
of the author. Initials or numerals
will be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the
hands of the Editors by 11 A. M. on
Monday.
Peace Council Program
To the Wellesley College Neios:
Peace Council was established in
the spring of last year under the
auspices of Forum. A statement of
its organization and present policy
is elsewhere in this issue, but it is
felt that an introduction to that
policy is necessary. During this
period of international crisis, it is our
privilege and our duty, as members
of that group in the world who are
given bhe opportunity to be educated,
to think out the problems on all sides
of the issues involved, and to come
honestly to our own conclusions con-
cerning these problems. This need
for thought and decision becomes
more and more urgent as the world
drifts nearer to conflict, and we find
it difficult to control the influences
on our thought.
It is with this need in mind that
Peace CouncU starts on its program
.for the next seven months. We as
a group do not advocate any solution
for international problems, whatever
may be our convictions as individuals.
We are endeavoring to present vary-
ing solutions, and to keep the prob-
lems before the attention of the
college, in the hope that discussion
may be stimulated, and vital con-
clusions reached. Although the Ameri-
can Student Union in its national
capacity stands strongly for the
position of coUective security, the
Peace Committee of the Wellesley
Chapter is cooperating with us in
our attempt to stimulate thought
from all angles.
Our organization is new and our
aims are ambitious. Any suggestions
for the furthering of Peace interest at
WeUesley wiU be most gratefully
received.
Elinor Hayes
Chairman of Peace Council
Library Books Supplement Movie
To the Wellesley College News:
In connection with the showing of
The River and The Plow That Broke
The Plains at the Wellesley Hills
Community Playhouse today, the Lib-
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 2)
CAPS AND FROWNS
PEMBROKE AND MISS McAFEE
Pembroke College gives its impression
of Miss McAfee, who spoke there at
an Honors Day ceremony, as one of
sincerity and graciousness. When ques-
tioned about her still young presidency,
she said that she had not made any
drastic changes. "I am not so Interested
in structural reform as in making cer-
tain that the student has first con-
sideration,—and that the college course
is personalized and individualized," she
stated.
COCKTAILS AT BARNARD
Barnard College began its celebration
of National Barnard Day with a cock-
tail party and closed it with a radio
discussion of "Sending Girls to College,
How and Why?"
NO SHAG FOR HAGS
A certain select crowd gathered to-
gether at Skidmore one night and
founded what is known as the Hag
Club. Hags, it seems, do not have dates,
as opposed to Flaps, who do have them.
The Hags have a point system whereby
ten points put one out and into the
realms of the Flaps. A date counts
three points, a blind date two points,
and a phone call—from a man, of
course, one point. If they are lucky
enough to get "stood up," several points
are deducted. The motto is, "We must
all hag together."
TECH INTELLECT
The Tech modestly states, "All Teoh
men are, of course, noted for their
keen, knife-edged intellects." But some-
times we wonder, when we read gems
turned out on a punster's holiday.
"Hickory dickory dock
Three mice ran up the clock;
The clock struck one,
The others suffered minor injuries."
SWEET ANARCHY
Amherst CoUege seems to be having
trouble with its Student Government.
After throwing out a lot of votes for
Sophomore Class President because of
a suspected combine, the Student Coun-
cil decided that it did not know what
a combine is, and has climaxed this
justification of its existence by throw-
ing out all the other votes of all the
other classes. The Student declares,
"The result is that we, among others,
are beginning to lose our faith in govern-
ment and to look with envious eyes
upon the sweet possibility of anarchy."
NOVEL ENCOURAGEMENT
English Composition majors may be
encouraged to know bhat Wells Lewis,
a senior at Harvard University, and
son of Sinclair Lewis, wUl have his
first novel, They Still Say No, pub-
lished in the spring.
TO THE MANNER BORN?
At Exeter preparatory school matters
have come at least to a head. It seems
that Exeter lads, exposed to the dis-
tracting stimuli of football games have
been toppling off their gentlemanly
standards, and been morally indicted
on two charges. "The cheerleaders,"
chides the Exonion, "however suitable
and convenient as targets are not
placed in front of stands to be a mov-
ing challenge to one's aim with an
apple core. Recently the cheerleader
was hit six times in one afternoon to
the hilarious Joy of some students . . ."
Tsk! This new generation!




^t\ERRY recommends a required
JSJ course in Geography. A Fresh-
man acquaintance of his recently ex-
claimed in amazed tones, "Is Lake
Michigan really as big as Lake
Waban?"
• • *
That problem of laundry Is still
bothering one member of '42. One
friend of Perry's just followed her
usual habit of picking up her laundry
box Saturday morning and sending it
off. Perplexed letters from home were
the first indication she had that she'd
sent back her clean laundry, and
some brand new curtains.
• • •
eVEN Perry pricked up his ears
in French class the other day
as a professor observed in speaking of
the film Mayerling that Charles Boyer
showed the greatest advance in
technique made by the cinema since
the era of Valentino!
• • •
Perry just unearthed one little
story that has been hidden for a
whole year. One of our now sophisti-
cated Sophomores headed down to
the Vil last year, wicn careful direc-
tions on how to find Hathaway
House. She finally found a building
that answered the description, and
going inside, requested a Hygiene
book. "But lady," came the answer,
"this is the Wellesley fire depart-
ment."
"*'EALLY, it isn't fair," exclaimed
an enthusiastic bike rider.
"There I was obeying the Grey Book
rules and walking my bike home after
dusk; I had just started up the hill
from the gate when along came a
car. Someone leaned out of the win-
dow and shouted, 'What's the mat-
ter? Can't you make it?'"
« • *
Bible class is always a fertile field
for rare statements, and Perry's
Sophomore buddies are still roaring
over the blushing silence ithat ensued
after one of their classmates spoke.
It seems she announced that the
nomads worshipped the moon because




Mr. Yves Chardon and Mr. David
Barnett, Instructors of practical music
at Wellesley, will present a violoncello-
piano concert, Sunday, November 13,
at 3:30 p. m. in Billings Hall.
Boccherini's Concerto in B-flat
opens the program. Mr. Chardon and
Mr. Barnett will then offer two
chorales by Bach, and continue with
Apres un reve by Faure, Kol Nidre by
Max Bruch, and Tarentelle by Popper.
J
-
S. Bach's Suite in D Minor will
conclude the program.
The concert Is open to the public
without charge.
Rendering songs on Hazing
-*l\ Day proved too much for some
of the more serious-minded Fresh-
men, Perry has finally decided. Asked
to sing Flat Foot, Floogie, one Fresh-
man blushingly protested that It
wasn't on her list of Wellesley songs
• • •
The other day Perry heard an en-
lightening conversation between two
Freshmen. "Well," said the one, "I've
lost five pounds! Isn't that marvel-
ous?"
"Did you set the scales back?"
laughingly enquired the other.
"No. that was the amazing part,"
remarked the first. "They wouldn't
go back."
* • •
J^OU know, Perry Is sometimes
CJZ disillusioned about the Freshmen.
One of his Junior friends worked all
last week In feverish glee for Junior
Show. Finally the great day came,
and Perry's chum, in varied and
clashing shades of red, arrived at
a breakfast table full of Freshmen.
"Junior Show is just wonderful," she
enthused. "You've all got to come."
A Freshman glanced at her briefly
in cool sophistication. "You know, my
dear," she said, "you really ought
to go to Skidmore; that's where they
have real class spirit."
• • •
Perry has heart-felt sympathy for
the English majors who heard a
professor coldly remark, "And here,
girls, is the waste basket."
E. Deems Gives Views





The Eta chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
will hold its initiation meeting at
8:00 p. m. Wednesday, November 16
at the President's House. Miss Ruth
Lindsay of the Department of Botany,
President of the Chapter, will have
charge of the meeting.
Miss Virginia Onderdonk of the
Department of Psychology and Phil-
osophy, who spent last year abroad
studying at Cambridge University,
will speak on some aspects of graduate
study in England.
The Chapter will then initiate the
nine members of the class of 1939
who have been elected to the honor-
ary society, and the two juniors,
Carolyn P. Elley and Margaret H.
Gilkey, who share the award for
academic excellence in the sophomore
year, will receive their prizes.
In 1921 Dr. Frank Buchman at
Oxford University founded a non-
sectarian religious movement based
simply on Christ's standards as they
might be applied in the life of the
individual. Originally known as the
First Century Christian movement,
the order later became known as the
Oxford Group.
News considers it a privilege to be
able to print an interview with Eliza-
beth Deems '41 leading campus ex-
ponent of the Group.
POSITIVE CHRISTIANITY
Miss Deems defined the Oxford
Group (which is carefully dis-
tinguished from the Oxlord Movement)
as a non-denominational order whose
purpose is "not to draw men and
women from their particular faiths,
but to send them back to their own
churches to revitalize religions which
have become impotent. We have four
standards by which we guide our
lives," said Miss Deems, "absolute
honesty, absolute purity, absolute un-
selfishness, and absolute love. We are
interested in a positive Christianity
as the only solution for world prob-
lems."
As an example of positive Christi-
anity Miss Deems pointed out the
Oxford Group assembly at Interlaken,
Switzerland. The plea of this group
for "moral rearmament" was said by
Roger Babson to have influenced
Chamberlain in his historic decision
of last month. Betsey assured your
reporter, "We have reason to know
also that the Group is being used in
various countries to change the out-
look of statesmen, giving them a new
sense of values and a new concep-
tion of policies based upon the will
of God for the well-being of man-
kind.
"The Group sees the necessity for
integrating all nationalities in a super
state," Betsey continued. "It looks
forward to the day when race hatreds
are dissolved in universal love. If
Christianity is to survive, it must
offer to the individual a more vital
existence than that which is prof-
fered by the modern 'state religion'."
ALICE CHENEY BALTZELL
BUY A TICKET FOR
CHARITY BALL
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12 AT
ALUMNAE HALL
$1.00 A COUPLE
TICKETS ON SALE AT EL TABLE,











Nightly, 7 p.m. to Closing
William Fitene's Sons Company- -WdDcsley-Mass
With the death of Alice Cheney
Baltzell in New York, November 3,
the Board of Trustees suffered its
second loss within two months.
Col. Hugh Walker Ogden, long a
member of the Board, died Sep-
tember 3.
Mrs. Baltzell, whose estate, Elm
Bank, was one of the finest in
Wellesley, was the widow of an
eminent Boston surgeon, William
Hewson Baltzell, and had been a
trustee of the college since 1930.
She served on the Committee on
Grounds and the Committee on
Gifts, and maintained a tho-
roughly active trusteeship. Be-
sides her interest in education Mrs.
Baltzell was distinguished for her
extensive patronage of the fine
arts. The great new wing of the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts was
made possible largely through her
generosity, and was given in mem-
ory of the late Dr. Baltzell. In
the death of Alice C. Baltzell both
the world of art and the world
I




In an Armistice Day debate over
radio station WAAB, Wellesley will
meet Harvard on the issue, "Re-
solved: That the U. S. Shall Main-
tain a Policy of Independent Political
Action in European Questions," Fri-
day, November 11, from 3 to 4 p. m.
Dorothy Jane Keyser '41 and Lucile
Sheppard '40 will represent Wellesley
on the negative side. Stanley Epstein
and Philip C. Neal '40 will uphold
the positive view for Harvard.
M. Seyrig Analyzes
Ancient Monuments
Speaker Discusses Meeting of
Creek and Iranian Motifs
in Syrian Art Style
M. Henri Seyrig, director in the
Department of Antiquities In Syria,
spoke to art students at 8:00 p. m.,
Monday, November 7, in Pendleton
Hall, on "The Meeting of Greek and
Iranian in the Civilization of Pal-
myra."
All the efforts which have been
made by Yale, Princeton, and Michi-
gan Universities in the study of By-
zantine art, according to M. Seyrig,
have dealt with Just one problem,
namely, the responsibility shared by
the East and the West in changing
the classical culture into the Byzan-
tine. The monuments found at
Palmyra, on the border of the Syrian
desert, cast some light on the prob-
lem.
Four hundred miles of desert lay
between Palmyra and Silicia, but the
distance acted as a link rather than
as a barrier since the two towns
traded with each other. Shortly
after Palmyra became a town it was
raided by Mark Antony. This inva-
sion might have had disastrous re-
sults for the culture which the town
handed down had not the inhabitants
(.Continued on Page 7, Col. 6)
DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
DENTIST
Room No. 8 Morton Block
572 Washington Street
(over Seiler"s)
Wellesley Sq. Wei. 1018
Let Us Alter Your Ready-Made Clothes
We do it cheaper lhan the stores where you buy them.
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THE INDEX
Deutscher Verein
Four members of the Deutscher
Verein will take part in the play
Einer Muss Heiraten, at the meeting
to be held at 7:30 p. m.,
Wednesday,
November 16, in Shakespeare.
Nanine Cross '41 will take the part
of Louisa, Christine Hunter
"39 will
be Johann, Jean Paradis
'39 will be
Jacob, and Mary Burnett -39, Gertrude.
Italian Club
A song competition between the
different classes will constitute a
part
of the program at the first
meeting
of the Italian Club, Wednesday,
No-
vember 16, at 7:30 p. m. in A. K. X.




Miss Louise Overacker, of the De-
partment of Political Science, will
lecture on "Election, An Interpreta-
tion," November 16 at 4:40 p. m. in
Pendleton Hall. This lecture is re-
quired of all students of Political
Science 104, but is open to the public.
Newman Club Dance
Alicia Gallagher '40 headed the
committee in charge of the first dance
of Newman Club with St. Paul's Club
of Harvard Saturday evening, No-
vember 5, at Zeta Alpha. Refresh-
ments were served during the evening
to a group of about 40.
Father Eugene Baillot, Chaplain or
the Newman Club, welcomed new and
old members at the first meeting of
the year Tuesday, November 8, at
Zeta Alpha. The meeting was pre-





Will Meet; Best Players
to Play in Exhibit
The Northeast Field Hockey Asso-
ciation will hold its annual tourna-
ment at Wellesley from Friday. No-
vember U to Sunday, November 13.
Member clubs each with a first and a
reserve team will include New York,
Long Island, Stuyvesant, the Inde-
pendent Active Club composed of play-
ers from Providence, Worcester and
Albany, and Boston which is acting as
host. Frances Pierce *28 on the Boston
team, Madeline Palmer "34, and Miss
Jean Harris, hockey coach, are the
Wellesley alumnae who will participate.
The Athletic Association House Repre-
sentatives are selling tickets at twenty
five cents apiece. One ticket will admit
bearer for one day only. Those games
which promise to be the most interest-
ing are starred in the list below:
Friday, November 11, 1:00 p. m„ New
York Reserves vs. Long Island Re-
serves; 2:00 p. m., Stuyvesant Reserves
vs. I. A. C. (Independent Active Club)
,
and New York vs. Boston*; 3:00 p. m.,
Boston Reserves vs. I. A. C. "a" and
Stuyvesant vs. Long Island*; Saturday,
November 12, 10:00 a. m., Tryouts;
11:00 a. m., Long Island Reserves vs.
I. A. C. "b" and Stuyvesant Reserves
vs. Boston Reserves; 1:30 p. m., New
York Reserves vs. I. A. C. "a"; 2:00
p. m., New York vs. Long Island*; 3:00
p. m., Boston vs. Stuyvesant*; Sunday,
November 13, 12:00 noon, New York
Reserves vs. Stuyvesant Reserves; 1:00
p. m., Stuyvesant and Long Island vs.
I. A. C. "a" and New York and Boston
vs. I. A. C. "b"; 2:00 p. m., Northeast
vs. Northeast Reserves*. This last game
will feature teams made up of the best
players at the Tournament.
'40, '42 GAIN VICTORY
IN INTERCLASS HOCKEY
Society Program Meetings
Members of Agora Society met for
the first program meeting of the year
Saturday evening, November 5, to con-
sider "Hitler's Germany." Discussion
was led by six members who delivered
short addresses on Hitler's life and the
foreign and domestic policies of Ger-
many.
Alumnae members of Shakespeare
society presided at a "tradition" meet-
ing Wednesday evening, November 9,
President Ruth Giles "39 announced.
Alpha Kappa Chi's first program
meeting will take place Saturday eve-
ning, November 12. Miss McCarthy of
the Greek Department will discuss
Greek tragedy to help prepare the so-
ciety for the semi-open meeting in the
spring.
At Phi Sigma, November 12, Professor
Robert S. Ulingworth of Clark Uni-
versity will speak on "Modern Irish
Poetry." The lecturer, a poet in his
own right, will use William Butler
Yeats as the subject of his discussion.
Tau Zeta Epsilon will present tab-
leaux representing nineteenth and
twentieth century art and music at
their program meeting of November 12.
Tableaux will include David's "Mme.
de Seriziat," Ingres' "Mme. Riviere,"
Courbet's "La Mere Gregoire," Corot's
"Interrupted Reading," and Manet's
"M. Mallarme." There will be appro-
priate musical accompaniment.
The subject of Zeta Alpha's program
meeting has not yet been announced.
The Freshman Hockey Team remains
unbeaten, having defeated the Sopho-
mores Thursday, November 3. The ex-
cellent teamwork and the rushing for-
ward line of the Freshmen accounted
for the final score of 4-0 in their favor.
Priscilla Carter '42 who made two goals
played a fine game at center forward
while Nancy Wiltbank '42 and Betty
Timberlake '42 each scored. The latter's
goal was made after a beautiful run
down the length of the field. The
Juniors beat the Seniors 3-0 on the
same day. Unfortunately neither team
was complete, so members of other
classes had to fill in. Marva Peterson
'40 made one of the Junior scores des-
pite the brilliant defense of Helen
Park "39 as goalie.
Outing Club Entertains
For Members of A. A. Board
Members of the Outing Club enter-
tained the Athletic Association Board
at the cabin in Ashland, Saturday,
November 5. Miss Harriet Clark, aided
by some of the girls, cooked lunch over
the open-air grill. After lunch, several
members of the party took a short
hike to the swimming pond where
three courageous swimmers braved
the chilly waters.
C. A. NOTES
Talk On "China Today'
The hour of the third and last
C. A. tea-talk has been advanced to
avoid conflict with the Economics
moving pictures.
Mr. Cheng Te-K'un will give a
first hand account of China Today in
the C. A. Lounge Thursday, November
10. Tea will be served at 3:30, and the
talk will begin at 4:00.
Annual Christmas Bazaar
C. A.'s annual Christmas bazaar
will be held December 2. The Com-
munity Service Committee, sponsors
of the affair, held an enthusiastic
meeting last Thursday to formulate
definite plans. Students interested in
selling their own handicraft or other
articles will find an excellent oppor-
tunity at the Bazaar. Those girls who
wish to apply for agencies should
come to the C. A. Office at once.
Student Christian Conference
The New England Student Christian
Movement held a conference on the
weekend of November 5-6 at the
Phillips Brooks House in Cambridge.
Representatives of colleges and
Church groups of the Greater Boston
Area, all affiliated with the New
England Student Christian Movement,
were represented at the meetings,
lectures, jolnit-meal sessions, and
song-fests. The main speaker was
Kirby Page, who treated the subjects
of "World Conflicts" and "Christian
Action Made Specific." After interest-
ing and worthwhile commission meet-
ings in the afternoon the conference
officially closed when the members
attended the William Beldon Noble
Foundation lecture In the Harvard
Chapel. The speaker, who will con-
tinue his lectures this week, was the
very Reverend Walter H. Matthews,
Dean of St. Paul's, London.
Religion And Human Conflict
What Can Religion Contribute to
Human Conflict? was the question
propounded by Dr. Alexander Purdy
in his Chapel sermon on Sunday, No-
vember 6. In a scholarly fashion he
enumerated four valuable contribu-
tions of religion. First, the gospel of
Christ contributes to the dignity and
worth of human personality, since the
supreme value of life is found in man
himself. Religion also produces human
fellowship, that universal spirit which
rises above the chaos of the world.
Thirdly, religion gives centers (i.e. the
churches) of light rather than heat
for troubled man. Religion should
point the way to truth, not provide
a ready-made program. Finally,
religion helps us to "take life seriously
but not tragically."
Out From Dreams and
Theories
Women In Journalism
Miss Eleanor Carroll, assistant pro-
fessor of Journalism at Columbia
University, will speak on Women in
Journalism at the second of the
November vocational meetings Mon-
day, November 14, at T. Z. E. House
at 4:40 p. m. The meeting will be
preceded by a tea at 4:15 p. m.
'38 Studies Again
In preparation for teaching, Lois
Linn is combining an interneship at
the Manhasset High School with
courses at Teachers College, Columbia.
Frances MacRobbie is an interne at
the Lincoln School as part of her
program of teacher training at
Teachers College, Columbia. Ruth Nel-
son is taking practice-teaching at the
Montclair State Teachers College.
Louise Brown is at Rutgers.
Priscilla Barlow is studying English
at the University of Michigan.
Jessie Fitzgerald is at Wellesley
continuing her work in the Music De-
partment.
Gretchen Franz is taking special
courses in the Drama Department of
Northwestern University.
Edith Pratt is at Cornell University
doing graduate work in History.
Mildred Rosenberg Myerson is
studying English at Radcliffe, and
Betsey Schadt is working in the field
of Old English at Wayne University
in Detroit.
1938 Career Women
Janet DeVilbiss is an assistant in
the Sproul Observatory at Swarth-
more College, Swartnmore, Pa.
Ethel Doe is teaching at the Ecole
Normale dTnstitutrices in Tulle,
France.
Helen Deane is an assistant In
Zoology at Pembroke College, Provi-
dence, R. L
Marjorie Dutch Is an assistant on
the staff of the Boston Center for
Adult Education in Boston, Mass.
Patricia Dyar is working in Lindner
Coy's Department Store in Cleveland.
Forum Features
Freshman Forum Representatives
Freshman houses have elected their
representatives for the Freshman
Council of Forum. They are: Marjory
Bartlett, Tower Court; Virginia Reld,
Claflln: Margery Wheeler, Severance;
Ann White, Norumbega; Alice Shep-
ard, Homestead; Betty Jean Hehl,
Dower; Hannah Schiller. Oakwoods;
Mary Kingsbury, Elms; Marybelle Neal,
Noanett; Jane Williams, Eliot; Connie
Barrett, Washington; Betty Blood,
Little; and Nancy Wescott, Flske.
Volunteer Service Workers
Work of Wellesley volunteers in
Student Summer Peace Service was
described by Betty Parks '39, Vir-
ginia Carrow '39, and Elinor Hayes
'40 at a Forum tea held Thursday,
November 3, in Phi Sigma at 4 p. m.
'The peace procedure must always
be democratic," Betty Parks '39 stated
as one of the principles stressed at
the ten-day session of the Institute
for International Relations held at
Lincoln, Pennsylvania. In practical
and theoretical lectures students
learned what their work on the field
was to be. They had also the chance
to clarify in their own minds their
conceptions of the methods of ob-
taining peace.
Virginia Carrow '39 told of the
activities of the units sent to both
rural and industrial communities. The
girls wrote editorials, feature articles,
and straight news stories on peace
which appeared in the country news-
papers. The students spoke before
women's clubs, Legion Posts, Rotary
Clubs, Granges, and Church meetings
and held panel discussions on the war
referendum, the May Bill, tariff pol-
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Miss Dyer, Mr. Romano Exhibit
The two most Interesting one-
man shows In Boston this week are
the group of watercolor sketches by
Nancy Dyer and the collection of oils,
watercolors and pencil drawings by
Umberto Romano. Nancy Dyer's
works are at Doll and Richards, and
will remain there until November 19;
Umberto Romano's exhibition is at
the Grace Home Gallery, and will
close on November 12.
Nancy Dyer is primarily an illustra-
tor, with a strong interest in the pic-
turesque and a feeling for lively, If
obvious, humor. Her sketches of
"Amusing People" are souvenirs of
a trip through France and central
Europe, and comprise many frank cari-
catures as well as sympathetic studies
oi local types. The action of her fig-
ures is vigorous, often exaggerated
for effectiveness, and her colors are
gay; but the interest is inevitably
in the content, the humor and pathos
of the subjects, rather than in the
technique. Among the more serious
and sympathetic studies the St. Fran-
cis is outstanding.
Umberto Romano's show is more
characteristic of a greater talent. The
artist combines in his works his
Italian heritage and his own strong
individualism. His feeling for planes
and contours, his use of vivid local
color and rich chiaroscuro may have
come to him through the Italian tra-
dition; but he has effectively simpli-
fied his forms, and uses color in new
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 4)
Martha Graham
Martha Graham's performance In
John Hancock Hall, Wednesday night,
November 2, brought a wealth of new
and varied sensations ito these critics.
Louis Horst's excellent pianistic
efforts certainly assisted the modern
dance one step further in its bid for
universal recognition.
Miss Graham made her widest
appeal when portraying satire. Im-
perial Gesture, stiff with the dignity
of empire, and loathsome with its
greed for acquisition, mocked de-
llclously the confidence of true smug-
ness. The use of static dynamics and
the inanely simple music of Imre
Welsshaus went far to make the
distortion of Martha Graham In the
black and white stripes of Satyric
Festival Song a fitting vehicle of
satire.
In the realm of pure emotion Miss
Graham's best offering was Lamenta-
tion, a favorite which she has never
banished from her constantly revised
repertoire. The vehement negation
which Initiated the dance immediately
denoted an effort to shake off the
weight of a haunting truth. Slowing
down to hesitancy and momentary
imploring, the fervor of the nun-clad
figure came In Interesting opposition
to the grim simplicity of the figure
itself. The drama of the piece was
heightened by rigorous movement of
long fingers. Celebration showed off
an 11 figure group in a highly stylized
conception of the motions of greeting.
Deep Song brought the horror of the
Spanish Civil War down to specific
well-defined movements.
These critics were frankly disap-
pointed in the group of dances which
borrowed snatches from American
history for their themes. Only In
Frontier did we catch a glimpse of
a unit perfectly funtionalized in set,
costume, music and choreography.
Indian Episode, with Miss Graham
interpreting the stolid character of
the red race, and the dance group's
some what expressionless Lament /or
the Land lacked sufficient stylization
to interpret effectively that cross
section of American tradition at-
tempted in American Document.
By placing American Lyric at the
program's end, Miss Graham no doubt
but In this she failed. American Lyric
impressed us as a series of difficult
gymnastic maneuvers only mildly co-





COLONIAL—Nov. 10: David Copperfield and Danger on the Air;
Nov. 11-12: Straight, Place and Show and Broadway Musketeers;
Nov. 13-16: Boys' Town and Block-Heads.
COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE—November 10-12: Norma Shearer and
Tyrone Power in Marie Antoinette, the March of Time, Inside
the Maginot Line and a Robert Benchley short; Nov. 14-17: Walter
Huston in Dodsworth and Richard Dix in Blind Alibi.
LOEWS STATE AND ORPHEUM—Nov. 10-16: Wallace Beery and
Mickey Rooney In Stablemates and Freddy Bartholomew and Judy
Garland in Listen, Darling.
KEITH MEMORIAL—Nov. 10-16: Henry Fonda and Barbara
Stanwyck in The Mad Miss Manton and A Man To Remember.
METROPOLITAN—Nov. 9-15: Suez; Nov. 16-22: The Sisters.
PARAMOUNT FENWAY—Nov. 11-17 Brother Rat (second week).
STAGE
Shadow and Substance WILBUR
Final week.
Lightnin' with Fred Stone COLONIAL
Final week.
The Boys from Syracuse SHUBERT
Through Nov. 19
Blackbirds of Lew Leslie MAJESTIC
Featuring Von Grona's American Negro swing ballet
The Flying Ginsburgs PLYMOUTH
Through Nov. 19
Ballet Russe ... OPERA HOUSE
Just this week
IN PROSPECT
American Landscape, by Elmer Rice. Opening Nov. 21.
Great Lady, new musical comedy starring Norma Terris and Tullio
Carminati. Opening Nov. 22.
San Carlo Opera Nov. 17 - 26.
Dr. Faustus presented by the Federal Theatre. Nov. 22.
John Charles Thomas, Nov. 21.
Marian Anderson, Sunday afternoon, Dec. 4.
WELLESLEY THEATRE TICKET AGENCY
Wellesley Thrift Shop, 34 Church Street, Wellesley
Telephone Wellesley 0915 Hours: 9 to 6:30
Tickets to all Boston attractions. Service 25c a ticket.
SUE PAGE STUDIO
— FRAMES —
Make an appointment for your CHRISTMAS
PHOTOGRAPHS now — Tel. Wellesley 0430
Church Street Wellesley
BIBLIOFILE
Scene from L'Apres-Midi d'un Faune
Monte Carlo Ballet Opens
For Week's Run In Boston
The Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
opened a week's engagement at the
Boston Opera House November 7. Work-
ing with the Symphony orchestra, the
renowned company of 125 is presenting
two matinees as well as evening per-
formances. Leonlde Massine, the Artistic
Director of the Company, stars in
many of the productions, seven of
which are new to Ballet audiences, in-
cluding Giselle, St. Francis, Coppelia,
The Seventh Symphony and Gaite
Parisienne. L'Apres-Midi d'un Faune,
Lac des Cygnes, Le Beau Danube, and
other classics complete the program.
Derain and Benois have designed
most of the settings.
The songs, many of which were really
excellent, were shown off to good ad-
vantage by a singing chorus and by
principals in the cast. Beatrice Wake-
field as Suzy was charming and com-
petent in her singing as well as in
her acting, and made a very effective
heroine. Harriet Hull, in her usual part
as Bea's hero, was so entrancing that
it is rumored she is receiving fan let-
ters. What with that smile of hers,
we're about to write her one ourselves.
We especially loved Joan (pronounced
"Jonah") Field and her delightful
pantomime. The girl had something
there. However, for the benefit of those
seated in the rear of Alumnae Hall
who might not 'have been able to see
her facial contortions, it might have
been well to have had a running com-
mentary on the side. Rhea Ornstein
and her stylized interpretation of a late
twentieth century professor was an-
other feature of The Taming Of The
Few which we particularly liked. The
roller skating, a novel idea amusingly
carried out, helped to make the show
a success. Barbara Scott, Jane Strahan,
Mary Phil Taylor, and Jean Rearick
were all some of the better elements
of the show. Peggy Sands, as Tulip
Haroutunian. "fell" into her part with
great gusto.
In our minds Junior Show, whether
this one or any other, marks a side
of college life which will live long in
our memories. In the process of poking
a little good natured fun at Wellesley
and surrounding seats of higher learn-
ing, a large amount of school spirit
as well as much talent Is brought forth.
The show acts as a unifying force
within the class. Since it usually suc-
ceeds, as does The Taming Of The Few,
In what it sets out to do, namely, to
provide lively amusement, we hope that
the budding tradition will grow deep
roots in Wellesley life.
L. S. '39
Again, College Hall
This was Sandra by Beren Van Slyke.
Funk and Wagnalls Company. 1938.
360 pages. $2.50.
'The Taming Of The Few"
Although our only requirements in
Junior Show were for the girls of '40
to be ready and willing, last Friday
night we were pleased to find that they
were able as well. With a delightful
glimpse into a future peopled with Un-
womanly Wellesley girls and gentle
sons of Harvard who were troubled
with late permissions and shiny noses,
we were enmeshed in the complications
surrounding a crew race, the outcome
of which would determine whether Har-
vard would continue to suffer under a
Wellesley marital boycott of some
twenty years standing. The situations
were particularly droll, our only mis-
giving being the outcome of the race.
Suzy, the cox of the Wellesley boat
and the heroine of the play, said she
would never throw the race, but after
one look at the Harvard crew we were
convinced she must have changed her
mind.
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST








32 Central St. Wellesley
When a Wellesley woman writes a
novel that includes scenes of her
Alma Mater, sentimental Wellesleyites
are bound to read it irrespective of
the literary content. Such will un-
doubtedly be the case with Beren Van
Slyke's saccharine story of the rela-
tionship between Sandra Field and
her romantic sister, Wellesley student
extraordinary, Lawrence, (her mother
wanted a boy). Through the chap-
ters of Lawrence Field's autobiogra-
phical narrative we discover the
glamorous figure of Sandra. Sandra
of the glowing personality. Sandra
the hardy trouper, Sandra the bril-
liant feature player in a small time
stock company.
The whole plot of the novel hinges on
the fact that Lawrence never knew, or
knew of, her father It is in the
treatment of this family skeleton that
the author shows some sense of lit-
erary craftsmanship. Sandra's marital
(Continued on Page 7, Col. 1)
Wellesley Dance Group
The recapitulation of dance tech-
nique which made up the first third
of the program Tuesday, November
8, at Alumnae ballroom made it evi-
dent that here is an activity rich
in the interest and excitement of at-
taining a goal on the thoughtful and
mature level. To be sure, uniformity
and precision were not altogether
achieved.
Among the short compositions of the
middle section of the program designed
to illustrate the use of principles of
composition, Jennie Dyke's "Mysterious
Cat" was perfect as usual in its cameo
delicacy of portrayal of pussy nature.
However. Miss Dyke should take care
lest she type herself irrevocably. Edith
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Speaker Talks
On University
Grace Hadow Explains Oxford
Educational System, and
MA, B.A. Degrees
Miss Grace Hadow. Principal of the
Society of Home-Students at Oxford
University, lectured on "Some Peculi-
arities of the Oxford System of Edu-
cation" at 4:40 p. m., November 4,
in Pendleton Hall. President McAfee,
introducing Miss Hadow. praised her
scholarship and administrative ability
and her policy of looking to the ex-
perimental while she studies the es-
tablished.
In a noticeable Oxford accent Miss
Hadow discussed her subject in the
same vein in which she was intro-
duced; for she continuously stressed
the combination of tradition and in-
novation as the keynote of the Oxford
system of education. Whereas the im-
posing grounds and activities are
"steeped in custom, rule, and tradi-
the administration is alive to
even1 new educational experiment.
SYSTEM OF TWO DEGREES
Under the Oxford system two de-
grees are given. The "pass" degree,
called an M.A., is similar to the B.A.
given in American colleges, and is
awarded to students who pass ex-
aminations in four or five related
subjects. Although it gives the re-
cipient the rights and privileges of
an Oxford graduate, it affords less
distinction than the "honors" degree
and carries less weight among educa-
tors. The "honors" degree, called a
B.A.. contains the essence of the Ox-
foid system and is the one for which
the University prefers to accept can-
didates. It Is conferred only after
two and a half years' intensive re-
search on one subject. The work ne-
cessary to the achievement of this
degree demands a combination of
scholarship, clear thought, and ori-
ginality. A woman with "first class
honors" from any one of Oxford's
colleges finds the pick of England's
academic and executive postions open
to her. Miss Hadow said that little
importance was attached to a Ph.D.
degree at Oxford and that few of
the principals and masters have them.
The achievement of the "honors" de-
gree is not a simple matter. The pro-
cess of admission is highly selective.
especially for women, whose enroll-
ment is kept at a minimum. The ap-
plicant must pass oral "responses" to
gain entrance to the University be-
fore he takes his written examination
for admission. Once admitted, he is
placed under the supervision of a
tutor who plans and guides his work.
STORIES OF OXFORD LIFE
Hadows stories of Oxford life
and history added interest to her dis-
cussion of the educational system. In
describing the development of old
Worcester College, founded in 1289,
she drew a vital picture of the growth
of the university from the seat of
unsupervised public lectures, through
the years of student rioting to the
present well-ordered educational in-
stitution.
MRS. DEAN TO DELIVER
ARMISTICE DAY SPEECH
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)
Miss Rathbone Will Speak
On Journey Through India
The Department of Hygiene and
Physical Education will hear Miss
Josephine Rathbone '22 at its meet-
ing Saturday evening, November 19,
at 8 p. m. in the Great Hall of
Tower Court. Miss Rathbone. who
has recently returned from India, will
show motion pictures and describe
her trip. This meeting is open to all
those Interested.
Representative and Chairman; Janet
Bieber '40. News Representative; Eli-
zabeth Hapgood '40, C. A. Representa-
tive; Marjorie Rosenberg '41, A. S. U.
Representative; Jean Haslam '41, C. G.
Representative; Miss Bamette Miller of
i the History Department; Miss Seal
Thompson of the Biblical History De-
partment; and Mr. Alfred Sheffield of
the English Composition Department.
At a mass meeting which will be
held November 14, Peace Council will
present further plans for this year's
activities to students who have sig-
nified interest in doing peace work on
the campus. Committees will be formed
to choose posters and periodicals for
display by the El table, to work on a
library exhibit, and to help form after-
dinner discussion in the houses. All
those who are interested in doing peace
work are urged to attend the mass
meeting Monday, November 14, at 7:15
p. m. in Pendleton Hall.
"World peace can never be realized,
I believe, by competitive rearmament
for protective purposes. Armament ad-
mits the possibility of war. Its inevi-
table and logical outcome must be war."
TO BETTY, FROM F. D. R.
Last week Betty Farley '42, ill in
Simpson Infirmary, tore open a
big, square, green envelope, and
took out a short, typed letter.
"The White House, Washington,
D. C," Betty read, and then,
"What's this about your infected
leg?" The letter closed with a
cheerful, "Hurry and get well," and
the quick, uneven signature of
Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
The President's wish will soon be
fulfilled for Betty hopes and be-
lieves that she will be able to leave
the infirmary next week. She has al-
ready walked on her leg, feels
much better, and Is keeping busy
with mail, the newspapers, and
"a little studying."
Students Offer Views
on Policies of Peace
Miss Thompson Believes Peace to be
Inevitable in World of Future
By Barbara Walling
(Continued from Page I, Col. 3)
tablish means to eliminate the propa-
ganda for fear and you get peace."
"I would prefer a concentration camp
j
to a battle field if I had to make the
k| choice. There Is no point in fightingMtMbtrOHIr' LAMKAIUN lor ideals of dem0cracy, Justice, and
RED CROSS ANNOUNCES
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4>
Canvassers for the Red Cross Sub-
scription Drive will be: Betty Bierer
'40, Severance; Phoebe Storrs "40,
Tower Court West; Carol Parfltt '40,
Tower Court East; Mary Pfelffen-
berger '39, Claflin; Mary Lamb '40,
Stone; Jane Gold '41, Davis; Jane
Strahan '40, Shafer; Betty Snavely
'40, Beebe; Yvonne Jones '41, Pomeroy;
Helen Poor '39, Cazenove; Barbara
Olsen '41, Norumbega; Ruth Hawkes
"39, Munger; Rebecca Miller '42, Fiske;
Florence Hope '42, Dower; Sally
Baird '42. Homestead; Joanne Withey
'42, Oakwoods; Fiora Mariotti '41,
Commuters; Nancy McLaughlin '42,
Eliot; Virginia Heygeman '42, Noanett;
Sue Floyd '42, Little; Chloe Loch-
ridge '42, Washington; Dorothy Walsh
'42, Elms; Victoria Summers, graduate,
Crofton.
ANNE ALLISON '23 WINS
POST AS N. Y. CURATOR and sadl5m
"
self-respect because they will be lost
in the process."
"The ultimate solution to the prob-
lem of world peace is the formation of
a world federation with armaments
as a police force."
"Peace organizations serve no per-
manent useful purpose. No amount of
discussion and preaching will stop
young men from going to war. The very
members of the clubs and institutes
will be the first to volunteer."
"I am a pacifist to a certain extent
but would draw the line if it came to
defending my own country against in-
vasion. I would also fight for the pre-
servation of democracy."
"We must never forget that the only
way our nation can survive and pro-
gress is by keeping out of any and all
war."
"Our generation must give all its
strength and intelligence to the task
of forestalling the annihilation of
civilization by the forces of brutality
Miss Anne Allison '23, last year
a graduate student at Wellesley. has
been appointed Curator of Maps and
Prints in the New York Historical
Society in New York City. She is to
arrange, classify and catalogue the
large collection of engravings, maps,
drawings, and allied material which
has never been so organized In the
one hundred and fifty years of the
Society's history. She was chosen from
the list of candidates because of her
six years' experience in a rare book
and print shop, and because of her
independent research in eighteenth
century literature. This work has
been done in connection with a book
she is writing on the life of Peter
Pelham who. in 1727, introduced
mezzotint engraving to New England.
His first work was the well known
portrait of Cotton Mather.
This appointment comes as an
honor, not only to Miss Allison, but






Bible Students Will Hear
Lecture On Old Palestine
(Continued from Pag? 1, Col. 1)
the same lecture at Smith College,
where it was received with interest. The
lecture is being brought to Wellesley
for the benefit of the Biblical History
104 students.
FIELD DAY ENDS THE
FALL SPORTS SEASON
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
J. Russell, G. Sanborn, V. Smith, D.
Tredick, B. Wenstrand N. Wescott,
M. Wiley; Sophomores: J. Becton, C.
Crumb, H. Garrity, A. King, B. Olsen,
H. Peterson, B. Skerry, L. Stevens, V.
Stiles; Juniors: L. Anderton. L. Bald-
win. T. Bush, K. Harrington, H. Irish,
A. Meyer, M. Noyes, J. Phelps, E. Van
Wie, E. Young; and Seniors: D. Harris.
£. Manganiello, H. Tower, B. Walther.
As the hockey games have been com-
pleted with the Freshmen as champions,
two squads representing the best hockey
players in college will play. Those
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"Although a warless world is a long
way off, the forces which work to-
ward it are in motion, and ultimately
the outcome can be none but a peace-
ful one." Miss Seal Thompson of the
Bible Department takes this hopeful
view of today's peace problem. Agree-
ing with a recent article in the Sun-
day Times she feels that war cannot
remain long existent because of the
psychological and economic factors
involved.
War Punishes Innocent
War must go, too, because it can-
not stand the four tests which men
put to any permanent issue: namely,
those of philosophy, morality, religion,
and expediency. Furthermore, the
question arises as to whether man was
created for the state or the state for
man; and our emphasis on the value
of the individual makes war contra-
dictory to the very fundamentals of
religion and philosophy and civiliza-
tion. On moral grounds man must
condemn war because both truth and
justice become lost in wartime: prop-
whole races of people have come to
believe that war is inexpedient. Be-
cause the people of Europe realized
that conflict would be national suicide,
they prayed for peace during the Hit-
ler-Chamberlain conferences. The time
is past when men as a group see
war as a short cut to glory.
Peace Drive Gains Force
At this particular time the peace
movement is becoming stronger ana
stronger. Miss Thompson declared.
The fact that peace literature is be-
ing turned out in sixty-eight lan-
guages cannot but have some effect
on the minds of the persons who read
those languages. In addition active
peace associations themselves have be-
come both powerful and numerous.
Such organizations as the Peace
Pledge Union, the National Council
for the Prevention of War (in the
United States), the Women's League
for Peace and Freedom, and the War
Resisters' Internationale are taking
the lead in peace work. Gerald Heard
and Aldous Huxley are merely two ex-
aganda, so necessary for wartime . amples of the brilliant type of young
unity, suppresses truth. We are all
familiar with the stories circulated
during the World War about the
German slaughter of Belgian babies.
Injustice predominates because the
real culprit is never punished. Hitler
himself probably wouldn't have been
killed had a war broken out in Eu-
rope, although an entire generation of
Germans would have perished!
The Christian religion, if no other,
censures war, for Christ lived by the
doctrine "Love thine enemy." Lastly,
man to whom active peace work is
attractive. It is vital, too, that these
men and others like them have con-
victions strong enough to endure suf-
fering in their behalf. Miss Thompson
revealed that in Europe alone 482
men remain at this moment in pris-
on, preferring this alternative to
compulsory military training. A move-
ment based on such faith and con-
viction, Miss Thompson thinks, is des-
tined to become an extremely pow-
erful one.
V. Andersen '41, G. Sharp "39, M.
Fritz '40, M. Bell "40, C. Wysor '40, J.
Hathen "41. M. Peterson '40, E. Fisher
41. N. Jackson '39, C. Elley *40. H.
Park *39. The Red team: N. Wiltbank
•42. E. Ralph *42, P. Carter '42, M.
Barr '42. B. Timberlake '42, P. Paulsen
'41, J. Guiterman '42, K. Sprunt '42,
M. L. Stafford '42, J. Howie '40, E.
Shafer "42, N. McLaughlin '42 with
K. Bamford '41, A. Cohen '41. R. Cole-
man '39, M. Gilbert '42. A. Menand
'41 as substitutes.
The final outdoor Basketball game
will feature the Freshman team vs.
either the Sophomores or the Junior-
Senior team depending on the outcome
of the games November 8 and 9. Those
playing on the various squads are:
Freshmen: L. Smith, K. Ebbert, C.
Knight the Captain. V. Warner, D.
Fenner, V. Kineke; Sophomores: M.
Bieler acting Captain, E. Booth, J.
Porter, C. Crumb, M. Marsh, Clark;
the combined Junior-Senior team: B.
Feldmeier. N. Welles, M. Crawford, E.
Boardman, R. Harwood, H. Tower.
Those on the competing volleyball
teams are: Sophomores: E. Reedy
Capt., R. Dahl, M. Jewett, B. Man-
ning, E. Sheffield. M. Welch, B. Ran-
dolph, J. McConaughy. Freshmen:
J. Wheeler, Capt., M. Mueller, E.
Jeffrey, Z. Zulalian, M. Norton, J.




Central Blk. Tel. 1345-M Wellesley
VERY PERSONAL
Your own photograph is about the
most Personal gift you can bestow.We are exhibiting a group of por-
trait* by A. Falck Jepsen that will
encourage you u, have your* madenow for Christmas.
TSmSKS?" wi" continue un,il
HATHAWAY HOUSE
BOOKSHOP
Due to illness Patricia Cumming
'41. a nationally famous tennis player,
the Wellesley champion last year, and
the seeded number one player in the
fall tournament bhis year, was forced
to default. The final tennis games will
feature in the singles the winner of
the Anne Cohen '41 and Suzanne van
Dyke '41 match vs. Caroline Elley '40;
and in the doubles Marva Peterson '40
and Caroline Elley '40 vs. the winner
of the match between Mary Eliza
Turner '40 and Clarinda Turner '42
and the combination of Patricia Cum-
mings '41 and Anne Cohen '41.
The Riding teams will give an ex-
hibition on the Archery range at 4:30
p. m. J. P. Wescott, Jr., of Dover will
judge bhe teams and select a varsity
squad from the following girls who are
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 3)
FRESHMEN
Hove Your Themes Neat.
Let Me Type Them for You.
VIRGINIA McWAIN
PUBLIC STENOCRAPHER




\^jteel your friends with
a smart, new coiffure styled
by us and permanented with
the NESTLE MACHINELESS
method. Let us show you the
difference it makes In your ep-
pearancel tJg^Q
Shampoo and Wave $1.25
JOB.WuSSOS
WELLESLEY 2787
85 Central St. WelUiley
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MR. NICOLL DISCUSSES
DEVELOPMENT OF STAGE
Yale Professor Talks on Proscenium
Arch and Describes Theatre
Present and Future
"A change of scene is something
every age inherently demands, and the
construction of the theatre itself
changes in harmony with the plays,"
said Professor Allardyce Nicoll, Chair-
man of the Yale School of the Drama,
in his lecture on the "Development of
the Proscenium Arch" November 2 in
Pendleton Hall. "While the theatre to-
day is still realistic, domestic, and so-
ciological, it also shows variety and a
tendency to experimentation," he con-
tinued.
Professor Nicoll traced the develop-
ment of the stage from the simple
severity of the Greek through the
Renaissance theatres with their front,
inner, and upper stages, to the Re-
storation when the actors moved from
the very front of the stage to the back
facade, among the scenery. The present
day stage, he said, is the result of the
ever increasing demand for realism by
Ibsen, Strindberg, and their followers.
At the same time, there Is a grow-
ing group among the younger authors
whose contrasting needs the "picture
frame" theatre does not fit. Professor
Nicoll pointed out that these play-
wrights, such as T. S. Eliot, Thornton
Wilder, and Archibald MacLeish who
are moving away from Ibsen, have
turned to poetic drama as the form
best attuned to the present day world.
They are striving for a closer harmony
between the audience and actors. They
use scenery as a symbolic background
rather than as a realistic setting and-
depend on the imagination of the au-
dience. Professor Nicoll spoke of the
frequent use of the chorus in these
plays—a chorus much like that em-
ployed by the Greeks.
Professor Nicoll described the theatre
of the future as one that will provide
for the introduction of more imagina-
tive effects, that will have some sort
of scenery though not the "slice of life"
type, that will allow the spoken word
to come into its own, and will demand
some sort of relationship between ac-
tors and audience—in short, for a
fourth dimension perspective instead of
four walls.
youth. The author is too close to her
subject to achieve a balanced per-
spective. Characters are skillfully de-
lineated, and Mrs. Van Slyke displays
a marked aptitude in the handling of
dramatic climaxes. But the whole
fabric of the story is so encumbered
with cheap sentimentality and girlish
drivel that we cannot but wish author
Van Slyke had gone to Vassar.
B. G. '39
Wellesley Dance Group
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 5)
BIBLIOFILE
Again, College Hall
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 5)
difficulties, the exciting anecdotes of
her varied career, and even Lawrence's
amorous adventures are as nothing
compared with the dramatic mystery
shrouding the figure of the unknown
male parent.
Like many another Wellesley daugh-
ter who pledged her allegiance during
the first decade of the century, Miss
Van Slyke belongs to the cult of
College Hall enthusiasts. That archi-
tectural monstrosity is described and
extolled and clutched to the bosom.
Romantic love in the west woods,
snowy treks to South Natick, and
cramming for mid-year examinations
are mere incidentals when compared
with the dreamlike beauty of the Col-
lege Hall Centre.
To those of us who still hope to see
a convincing literary portrait of Wel-
lesley. This Was Sandra comes as no
noticeable improvement over the
slush and silly Wellesley Stories of our
,\o<
e° Ve<*





Schwartz in her "Caliban of the Coal
Mines" recreated vividly through power
of mood and movement, the tragedy
of the slave of modem industry. Rhea
Ornstein using the simplest of floor
patterns and changes in speed and dy-
namics of locomotion and body and
arm movements presented a sketch
which called forth a multitude of ima-
ginative associations for all its confines
within "Pour Walls." Constance St.
Onge's study based on the analysis of
musical form was at the same time a
bit of a satire on the old minuet.
Projection was achieved in spite
of (perhaps because of) a studied
carelessness and effortlessness. Victoria
Summers, Siret Nedjati, Dorothy Doer-
res, and Jennie Dyke presented studies
based on various elementary differences
in movement and form. Composition,
even though miniscule in scale, had
dently been thoughtfully calculated.
The ballet music of "Alceste" ushered
in the third section of the program
whose purpose was to exemplify the
cooperative projects in which dance has
been a part of late years. That the
achievement was beautifully successful
is acknowledged. That the revival this
week lacked somewhat in technical
polish was to be expected since on
this occasion it was not choreo-
graphed and practiced in the white
heat of preparation for an actual
performance of the opera as a whole.
Grateful mention should be made of
the contributions of Miss DeBanke and




Library Books Supplement Movie
(Continued from Page 2, Col. 4)
rary calls attention to a few titles
for supplementary reading on the
subject. Among some of the books
and documents which have been dis-
played in the entrance hall this week
a'e: Rich Land, Poor Land by Stuart
Chase, The Development of the Fed-
VILLAGE HAIRDRESSING
SHOP
8 Church Street Wellesley
Tel. Wellesley 1544
eral Program of Flood Control on the
Mississippi River by Prank A. Dew,
Soil, its Influence on the History of
the United States by A.
.
B. Hulbert,
Little Waters by H. S. Person, Report
to the Congress on the Unified De-
velopment of the Tennessee River
System, The Tennessee Valley Au-
thority, published by the Tennessee
Valley Authority, Hearings on Control
of Flood Waters in the Mississippi
Valley and Hearings on Navigation
and Flood Control on the Columbia
River and its Tributaries published
by the U. S. Congress, To Hold
This Soil by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Possibilities of
Shelterbelt Planting in the Plains
Region by the U. S. Forest Service,
The Future of the Great Plains by
the U. S. Great Plains Committee,
Drainage Basin Problems and Pro-
grams and Soil Erosion by the U. S.
National Resources Committee, Soil
Erosion in Iowa by R. H. Walker and
P. E. Brown.
Margaret Truitt
H. j. LASKI DERIDES
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT
At a meeting of the Boston branch
of the Foreign Policy Association held
at the Copley-Plaza Hotel Saturday,
November 5, Harold J. Laski, Pro-
fessor of Political Science at the Uni-
versity of London, and a member of
the extreme leftist group of the
British Labor Party, denounced the
Munich Agreement as "a scrap of
paper" sanctioning "a gigantic bluff."'
"Factors Beneath the Surface of the
British and French Foreign Policy"
was the subject of the discussion.
Laski viewed the Munich Agreement
as the fifth stage, since 1931, in the
continuous sacrifice of the ideals of
social security and democracy to the
principle of private property. He op-
posed Chamberlain's decision on the
grounds that it was motivated by
deliberate toleration of Fascism in
preference to the possibility of a war
that might disrupt the dominance of
the capitalistic system.
Richard W. Porritt, who represents
a conservative labor group in the
British Parliament, championed the
Chamberlain policy, presenting, as he
stated, "the average Englishman's
point of view." That Chamberlain
"faced up" to the fact that Ger-
many must expand was his main
theme. Fatalistically, he believed that
foreign mandates as well as artificial
European boundaries must be absorbed
by the Reich.
An exposition of France's stand at
Munich and the evolving policy of
Premier Daladier was cabled to tha
meeting by Mallory Browne, Paris cor-
respondent of the Christian Science
Monitor. Before Godesberg, the
French people did not want to go
to war over Czechoslovakia. After
the incident, one million Frenchmen
mobilized, believing that Hitler "had
gone too far."
Not Daladier, but Prime Minister
Bonnet was the power behind the
French policy in the Munich Agree-
ment. Without consulting Daladier,
he instructed the ambassador at
Prague to promise no aid to Czecho-
slovakia. He urged London to bring
influence to bear on Mussolini.
courage critical evaluation and com-
parison of these doctrines with our
own."
"Democracy to be successful must bo
managed by an intelligent Impartially
educated people," declared Carol Lewis
'40. "We must heed well the dangers
that threaten it from industrial prop-
aganda." Public utilities Miss Lewis
described as flagrant propagandist
forces. Corporations publish school
textbooks, subsidize biased research, and
pay professors to give students a false
picture of "public ownership."
Efforts to make newspapers sensa-
tional tempt editors to become propa-
gandists, stated Martha Parkhurst '39.
Government agencies and private or-
ganizations besiege them with "infor-
mative" news releases, glamorous cuts,
and offers of outright press service.
This kind of propaganda, according
to Charles Michelson, makes "the
American people elect a non-existent
person and




Propaganda in relation to news-
papers, patriotic organizations, and in-
dustry occupied the student-speakers at
Forum dinner-discussion Wednesday,
November 9, in Stone Hall at 6:15 p.m.
Sherley Heidenberg '40 used the
American Legion as an example of
"Propaganda and Patriotism." Started
from fear of Bolshevism, the Legion
"can in the name of patriotism carry
on aggressive warfare against those in-
Im'cal to the privileged groups."
She regretted the tendency "to
discredit doctrines of social change
as un-American rather than to en-
M. SEYRIG ANALYZES
PALMYRAN MONUMENTS
(Continued from Page 3. Col 5)
escaped with their treasures and
found safety in Parthian land. For
a while the town became dominated
by the cities of lower Mesopotamia.
The oldest religious document avail-
able also reveals the Babylonian in-
fluence which apparently permeated
the whole culture of the town.
M. Seyrig discussed the monuments
ol Palmyra under three headings:
costume, sculpture, and architecture.
The costumes with Greek patterns
are a result, of the mixture of two
cultures. Both Syrian and Greek
types of dress are known to have
been found in statues of family
groups. Art students conclude that
individual taste decided style.
VIL FRESHMEN
How About An Evening Snack?
FRUIT CRACKERS JAM
Glenview Farm Market
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Waban Block Wellesley Square
Tel. Wellesley 0300-W
# This year a new car—the Mercury 8—joins the Ford-Lincoln family . . . fulfilling the desire of
many motorists for a quality car priced between the Ford V-8 and the Lincoln-Zephyr V-12 and
combining many virtues of each. The Mercury brings to a new price field an established tradition—
the Ford tradition— of progressive engineering, mechanical excellence and outstanding value.
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demonstrate the answers to
your questions on dancing.
Dinner Dancing
Every night except Sunday
Supper Dancing
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
HOTEL
STATLER
D. B STAN8RO, Monogio
The Mercury 8 is a big, wide car, with exceptional room for
passengers and luggage. Clean, flowing body lines are Lincoln-
Zephyr-inspired. A new 95-horsepower V-type 8-cylinder engine
provides an extremely favorable power-to-weight ratio and
assures brilliant performance with V-type economy. Mercury
brakes are hydraulic; body and chassis all-steel. Appointments
and upholstery are luxurious. New developments in weight
distribution, soundproofing and seat construction make the
Mercury an extremely comfortable and quiet car. . . . Your
Mercury dealer invites you to see and drive this new qual-
ity car— a new name, a new car, and a new value for 1939.
FORD MOTOR COMPANY, MAKERS OF FORD, MERCURY. LINCOLN-ZEPHYR AND LINCOLN MOTOR CARS
FEA TORES OF THE NEW MERCURY 8
116-inch wheelbase; more than 16 feet
over-all length • exceptional width ami
room for passengers • new 95-hp. V-type
8-cylinder engine • new hydraulic
brakes • modern flowing lines • lux-
urious appointments and upholstery •
new soft seat construction • thorough
scientific soundproofing • balanced
weight distribution and center-poise
design • large luggage compartments.
FORD-BUILT MEANS TOP VALUE
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Calendar
Thursday, Not. 10: '3:16 P. M. Fall
Field Day. Archery, crew, basketball, volley-
ball, hockey, and tennis; 4:30 P. M.. riding;
5:00 P. M., awards. Admission free. (De-
partment of Hygiene and Physical Educa-
tion.)
•4:00 P. M. Koom 130. Green Hall. Mr.
Chens Tc-K'un will speak on "China Today."
Tea at 3:30. (Christian Association.)
Friday. Nov. 11: ARMISTICE DAY.
•8:16 A. M. Morning Chapel. Miss Mc-
Afee will lead.
•8:00 P. M. Pendleton Hall. Armistice
Day meeting. Mrs. Vera Dean. Director of
the Research Department of the Foreign Pol-
icy Association, will speak on "Europe in
Crisis." (Forum Peace Council.)
Saturday, Nov. 12: »8:16 A. M. Morning
Chapel. Miss Ottley will lend.







7:30 P. M. Phi Sigma House. Program
meeting.
8:00 P. M. Alpha Kappa Chi and Zeta
Alpha Houses. Program meetings.
•8:00-12:00 P. M. Alumnae Hall. All
college dance. Formal dress.
Tickets at 81.00 will be on sale at the
ticket booth. Green Hall, Wed.. Thurs., Fri.,
Nov. 9-11, 8:40 A. M.-3:40 P. M.
Sunday, Nov. 13: »11 :00 A. M. Memo-
rial Chapel. Preacher, Dr. Charles R.
Brown, New Haven, Conn.
•4:00 P. M. Billings Hall. Recital by
Yves Chardon, violoncellist, and David Bar-
nctt, pianist.
•7:30 P. M. Memorial Chapel. Musical
vespers by the Welleslcy College Choir.
Monday, Nov. 14: *8:16 A. M. Morning
Chapel. Miss McAfee will lead.
•4:40 P. M. T. Z. E House. Miss
Eleanor Carroll, '19, Assistant Professor of
Journnlism, Columbia University, will speak
on "Women in Journalism."
Tea at 4:15. (Personnel Bureau and
Department of English Composition.)
7:00 P. M. Munger Hall. French songs.
(L'Aile Francaise.)
•7:1G P. M. Pendleton Hall. Mass meet-
ing of all interested in peace work. (Forum
Peace Council, i
Tuesday, Nov. 15: »8:15 A. M. Morn-




We had to move our office to an
overhead level to accommidatc our
nany customers. More floor space
iow permits greater shopping space
for you.
Fine fresh fruits and vegetables,
priced to fit your purse and a com-
plete line of quality groceries may




•8:80 P. M. Pendleton Hall. Professor
Millar Burrows of Yale University will give
an illustrated lecture on "Digging up the
Past in Palestine."
Required of students in Biblical History
104. (Department of Biblical History.)
RED CROSS ROLL CALL BEGINS
Wednesday. Nov. 16: '8:16 A. M. Morn-
ing Chapel. Miss Clark will lead.
•7:30 P. M. A.K.X. House. Meeting of
the Circolo Italiano.
7:30 P. M. Shakespeare House. Meeting
of the Deutscher Verein.
RED CROSS ROLL CALL
Thursday. Nov. 17: »8:16 A. M.
ing Chapel. Margaret Wyckoff. '39.
lead.
RED CROSS ROLL CALL ENDS






{Continued from Page 6, Col. 5)
competing: Freshmen: P. Blackett, E.
Jones. E. Orr, Mary Saalfleld with
Billie Maxey -\nd Mary Paul as sub-
stitutes; Sopnomores: Ada Epstein,
Evelyn Ahrenhold, Janet Callahan,
Maria Hen-era with Rhea Ewald and
Carol Morgan as substitutes; Juniors:
Myra Ann Graf. Ellen Regan, Jean
Richards, Betty Wilkoff; Seniors: Doris
Anderson, Barbara Klnyon, Helen
Tarns, Ann Wemple.
The crew races on Lake Waban will
stan at 3:40 p. in. with beginning
crews composed of Freshmen and
Sophomores, and at 4:40 p. m. the
dormitory crews will race.
Miss Dyer, Mr. Romano Exhibit
(Continued from Page 5, Col. 1)
and forceful schemes. His love of
surfaces and textures Is revealed in
the pencil drawings and watercolors
as well as in many of the paint-
ings, and gives added distinction to
such works as the Peony, the half-
nude called Firenze, and the striking
flower studies in watercolor. He de-
lights in powerful forms and, wher-
ever possible, in a dramatic inter-
pretation; in portraiture he tends to
give his sitters a mediaeval austerity
of form and expression which puts
them in a class by themselves. Out-
standing among the portraits are the
disturbing and mysterious Half Breed.
the Game Keeper, and the thoroughly
Italianate portrait of Paul Morgan.
Jr. Controlled energy is felt in all
of these and breaks loose in full force
In the composition called Frightened
Horses. A fine sense of the psychol-
ogy of color may be seen in the show
as a whole.
The almost flawless technique ex-
hibited in these paintings and draw-
ings may be due to the Italian tra-
dition; but certainly it is most cred-






























Lhese action shots of
"Whizzer" White. . . famous Ail-American
football star . . . show what it takes to be a
triple threat man.r-K mpie in
. .
.
that's the reason Chesterfield
stands out from the others
The reason Chesterfield is
different is because it combines the
smoking qualities of the world's best
cigarette tobaccos in one cigarette.





and aromaticTurkish, rolled in pure
cigarette paper... that makes Chest-
erfield a better cigarette for you to
smoke... milder and better-tasting.
Copyright 1938. Liwerr & Myers Tobacco Co.
the blend that can't be copied
.../ft* RIGHT COMBINATION of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos
